
 

 

A.P. Physics C 

Instructor:  Joe Bunn 

 
Contact information 
 e-mail: jbunn@psd202.org     EMAIL IS THE BEST WAY TO REACH ME 
 phone: 815-439-5555 x5804 
Office hours:  6:30 a.m, 7th Period, After school except Wednesday. 

 

Text  
Knight, Randall Dewey. Physics For Scientists And Engineers With Modern Physics: A 

Strategic Approach. San Francisco: Pearson/Addison Wesley, 2004. Print. 

 

Course Description  
This course is equivalent to a first-year college physics class and designed to prepare students for the AP® 

Physics C: Mechanics Exam, and the Electricity & Magnetism Exam given in May. This course follows the 

syllabus for that examination, and students passing the exam may receive college credit. The course requires 

and employs a basic understanding of calculus (differentiation and integration) and requires a prior course, 

Honors Physics. The prerequisite calculus course may be taken concurrently. Typically, four classes per 

week will be devoted to class work and lecture, and one class per week will be laboratory work. 
 
In this course, we will focus on two major activities: 
 

 Discovery of concepts via scientific inquiry and critical thinking skills. Much of the teaching you 

will do for yourself and for each other. I will provide you with some introduction and 

background. Then I will assign to you a task, problem, or question (perhaps more than one at a 

time). You will work individually or in groups, often with hands-on equipment and materials, to 

complete the task. Often, you will be asked to present your solutions to the class or critique or 

verify the solutions of others. My hope is that you will see that there can be more than one way to 

solve the same problem. 
 

 Laboratory application of physics knowledge. 

   

 

 

 

 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Important tip- 

 

Quote from Tynan Jackson – Scored a 5 on the 2014 AP Physics B Exam. 

 

"I got a D on the 1st kinematic test. I knew I had to read the textbook to feel more 

comfortable. I would read at least the 1st three sections of each chapter before Mr. Bunn's 

lesson and I would know exactly what he was talking about in class.  I could ask advanced 

questions during class which would end up being those hard questions on the test." 
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           Overall Grade.                                  Weighted Average of Categories 
Letter Grade Percentage Category  Percent of Grade 

A 90% - 100% Daily/Homework  10% 

B 80% - 89% Laboratory Assessment Category in 

gradebook (70%) 

30% 

C 70% - 79% Test and Quiz 40% 

D 60% - 69% Final Exam  20% 

F 59% and below    

    100% 

 

Your score out of 100% will be a weighted average of 3 categories. 

 

A.  Daily work and Homework will be 10%. 

1. Textbook problems will be completed and graded using WebAssign. 

a. See attached page for log-in instructions. 

b. Full credit if the work is submitted by the due date, before class. 

c. Extra credit for 3 days early, severe penalties assessed for extensions. 

d. Show your work on paper as you complete assignments in WebAssign. 

 The assignment can be printed from the computer with space to show work. 

 Or, label and organize your work on notebook paper. 

e. SAVE YOUR WRITTEN WORK IN A BINDER. 

2. A Homework Quiz may be used to check for timely completion of homework. 

3. All written work must have First and Last Name, assignment description, and period number on 

the top. 

4.  Work due on the first day of an absence is due the first day you return. 

5. After an absence it is your responsibility to obtain makeup work at an appropriate time, and 

turn it in according to the guidelines in the school handbook. 
6. An organized 3-ring binder notebook is required.  Bring it to class!!!! 

7. Work is done only in pencil, or blue or black ink. 

8. This category can include opening activities, notes, observing demonstrations or videos, in-class 

worksheets, or if you have a calculator in class. 

 

B.  Labs will be worth 30% of the overall grade (part of the 70% Assessment Category). 

1. Labs are due and collectable 3 days after data is taken. 

2. Labs will be completed on lined paper and computer printouts then saved in a 3-ring binder. 

3. Labs are worth 30 points based on the general lab rubric. 

4. You receive 50% credit for reports handed in late. 

 

C.  Test and Quiz scores are 40% of the overall grade (part of the 70% Assessment Category). 

1.  Test dates are stated on the course calendar. 

2.  Quizzes will be worth 15-30 points, test will always be out of 100 points. 

3.  Extra credit is available on each test by completing Chapter Reading notes by the date stated in the 

course calendar.  To earn extra credit you must also have at least 60% on WebAssign work. 

 

D.  Final Exam will be worth 20% of the overall grade. 

 

It is your responsibility to be aware of all due dates and test dates.  The course calendar, 

updated on the course website, will include past and future labs and test.  WebAssign due dates 

are clearly listed when you log into WebAssign.  



 

 

WebAssign Enroll 

1. Go to webassign.net/login.html and click I Have a Class Key. 

Instructor Section Class Key 
Joe Bunn APPC, section 003 plainfield.il 0209 1952 

 

2. Enter the class key your instructor gave you and click Submit. 

3. If the correct class and section is listed, click Yes, this is my class. 

4. Select I need to create a WebAssign account, enter the requested information, and click 

Create My Account. 

5. Payment: The school district will pay for your account, do NOT PAY ANYTHING! 

Important 

 Show work in an organized notebook, partial credit may be earned in some situations. 

 10% Extra Credit will be earned on problems completed 72 hours before the due date. 

 Due dates are stated in the course calendar and in WebAssign. 

 

Chapter Reading Notes 

You may earn points that will be added to the unit exam by taking notes.   

 Final due dates are stated in the course calendar, but rough drafts are expected to be completed the first class 

period following the exam for the previous unit.   

 The rough draft is done before we have covered the material.  Write down questions you have! 

 The final due date is after we have covered the material, your questions should be answered and additional points 

included. There is no late work accepted.   

 If you have an excused absence you are responsible for showing me the notes the very next day you return.  

 Notes will only earn points if they are legible.   

 You must separate the notes into a section for every section in the text book.   

 You must cover all the sections in the chapter, even the stared sections unless told otherwise. 

 You should define all vocabulary words, copy any important graphs, write the formulas, and give the gist of every 

section.   

 It is extremely helpful to do the math that the book skips! 

http://webassign.net/login.html


 

 

Lab Notebook Expectations 
 

The lab notebook is a record of everything you do in the laboratory.  You will keep an organized 3-ring Binder 
of completed labs. 

 All work will be completed on lined notebook paper. 

 Black or blue pen MUST be used when writing in your notebook.  Absolutely NO pencil. 

 You must write NEATLY.  I need to be able to read it.   

 If you need to make a correction, please draw ONE line through your work.  For example, I need to be 
able to read the original work.  If it is a graph, you may draw an X over it.  Do not erase, use white out, 
or rip out pages.  It is okay to make mistakes. 

 Only write on the first side of the page. 

 The completed lab will be a combination of your work and data pages (NO SPIRAL FRILLIES!), graph 
paper, or computer print-outs. 

 You will hand one lab at a time, place the lab in your 3-ring Binder when completed. 
SET-UP 

 
1.  Set up a table of contents in the front of your lab notebook.  Fill it out during every lab.  Keep it updated. 
2.  Your labs will start on page 1.  You will be required to have the following: 
  Title – Fill in at the top of page under “Experiment/Subject” 
  Date - This is the date or dates the lab was performed. 
  Partners 
  Pre-lab Information – Some labs have set pre-lab  

questions for you to answer, others will have special  
directions for this area. 

Purpose/Hypothesis - This can sometimes be copied  
directly from the assigned lab. 

Materials – Listed out. 
  Safety - Listed out. 
  Procedure - Step by step with sketches of lab equipment.   

In addition, you should update it when appropriate if  
you make a change to a part of the procedure. 

Data - Make sure to include qualitative and quantitative date.   
Use the grid to make columns for tables when  
appropriate. 

Calculations – Show all work.  Circle/Box final answer. 
Questions – Many labs have post lab questions for you to  

answer based on your data.  This is different from the overall conclusion of the lab and 
should be done BEFORE the conclusion. 

Conclusions - Every lab requires a conclusion.  It  
will relate the data back to the purpose/hypothesis.  It should also make reference to 
how this lab relates to what has been learned in the classroom. 

3.  At the end of the lab, you will sign your full name and date.  Your lab partner must also sign and date the 
lab as your witness. 
 


